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Four Tubes. Photo by Jeremy Brooks.
“You know, I’ve seen operating rooms dirtier than your garage,” a former co-worker once said to me. Blame it on my obsessive
German nature, but when I’m crawling around on hands and knees looking for that dropped nut, bolt or washer, I prefer to know I
won’t be digging through spider webs, decades of dust and last fall’s leaves to find it. When it comes to having a serviceable
garage work space, though, there’s one area where I’ve almost always fallen short: lighting.

1957 Oldsmobile Super 88 $18,500

Sure, I’ve owned garages with ample overhead fluorescents and painted ceilings, but the lights always seem to get shadowed by
the garage door, or by a car’s hood or trunk. Working with a drop light helps (especially the new multi-tube fluorescent type), but
anyone who’s ever rolled around a garage floor on a creeper knows this unavoidable truth: No matter how you position the
extension cord, it WILL get tangled up in the wheel of your creeper, and probably at the exact time your phone rings, you drop a
torch-heated nut on your chest or you need a tool that’s just out of reach.
Rechargeable LED lights come in handy, but in my experience they’re never charged when you really need them, they’re not quite
bright enough and the battery never seems to last for as long as you need the lighting. LED headlamps are great for some tasks,
since they put a concentrated beam of light where you need it, but they’re of little use for tasks like applying or wiping off car wax
in shadow. As an aside, they belong in everyone’s glovebox or center console, since they make changing a flat tire after dark a
whole lot more manageable.
I suppose it’s safe to say that there’s no single solution for all of one’s garage lighting needs, but I’m sure others have found
workable solutions, or even tips for handling specific tasks. My garage is in winter mode now, with three tons of pellets taking up
a considerable amount of floor space, but come spring I’m determined to make it a more-workable, and hence better-lit, space.
What lighting setup (and layout) do you recommend, and what tricks do you use to shed light on the job at hand?
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1956 Ford Fairlane $17,900
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55 Responses to “Open Diff: Let there be light”
ted says:

October 19, 2015 at 4:09 pm

In floor florescent lighting under lexan works well. A little pricey but!! The type of thick plexeglas used for night service at C-stores or bank
teller stations also works. Some of the older auto assembly had “floor level” horizontal and vertical florescent lighting at the final assembly line
inspection stations.

1966 Chevrolet Malibu $22,000

REPLY

eric says:

October 19, 2015 at 5:04 pm

2 car garage.
A pair of 2-tube 4ft fluorescents above the garage door, one by each car.
Another pair hanging just in front of the car hoods.
4 CFLʼs in the ceiling – one by the kitchen door, one over the little bench (main bench is in the basement), 2 centered as general lighting.
1 retractable shop light with a CFL.
When the CFLʼs die, Iʼm going to LEDʼs.
Painted the walls and ceiling white – BIG difference!
REPLY

Kustombart says:

October 19, 2015 at 5:07 pm

1966 Dodge Polara $9,995

I have the fluorescent lights on the wall in stead of the ceiling. Horizontally mounted at shoulder height seems to work best.
REPLY

Larry Young says:

October 19, 2015 at 9:18 pm

painters do that in the booth. I got some ledʼs last winter. talk about bright ! old florescents donʼt work well when itʼs cold,like here
in Mn.
REPLY

Ian F says:

October 20, 2015 at 9:15 am

The mechanic I take my cars to for inspections has wall mounted lights as well. Does seem to work nicely if you have open wall
space (I do not).

1973 Dodge Charger $23,995

REPLY

Opa Brummbaer says:

October 20, 2015 at 1:28 pm

I concur with the previous two respondents but would add that two rows on the wall(s) are even better. One at slightly above
waist height and the other just above floor level. I worked in a shop in San Bernardino CA that had that set up as well as the
usual overheads, drop cord lights etc. The walls were a very light cream with a dark red stripe at about shoulder height just for
show. Loved working there.
REPLY

Scotty G says:

October 19, 2015 at 5:10 pm

Ha, drop a torch-heated nut on your chest. That sounds like the voice of experience. If a person is lucky enough to be able to work during the
daytime, a few of those little, round, reflective-tube skylights are nice, but unless you can afford a gaggle of those itʼs hard to beat indirect
lighting bouncing off of a white ceiling. But, the German in me (even though Iʼm Scandinavian) prefers recessed lighting for the clean look and
for being able to keep a garage orderly and operating room clean.

1956 Chrysler 300B $31,500

REPLY

Tommy M says:

October 19, 2015 at 8:12 pm

My garage is 28 by 32 long. I put the work bench in the back. I have 8 double flourecent lights and two that go over the work bench and sink.
My wife runs a small car detailing businness on the one side and we put two more in that bay to help her see when buffing and waxing. Also
have two extension reel lights with florescent bulbs she use inside cars. Walls and ceilings are painted white. When I built it my dad couldnʼt
understand why I put so many lights in it, but I worked in enough dark dingy old garages with one or two light bulbs and a touble light I was
gonna make sure that this one was well lit, and itʼs great.

1968 Mercury Cougar $22,999

REPLY

Scotty G says:

October 20, 2015 at 9:42 am

Ok, Iʼll be the first to say it; you have a great life, Tommy!
REPLY

JGinFL says:

October 20, 2015 at 10:28 am

I did something similar Tommy when rebuilding after a hurricane. I had to argue with the builder and electrician – neither
understood why I wanted so many lights, and I bet the only reason why I got them was that I was on the scene when the
electrical work was being done to insist that the layout was correct. Aside from the dingy garage aspect, as I have aged I find I
need more light, simple as that. It is always easy to back off if someone finds it too bright.
REPLY

1971 Land Rover 109 $29,900

Stillyriver says:

October 19, 2015 at 8:13 pm

My garage is 24 ft wide with a couple ft on either side of door for workbench, shelves etc. Ran 8 ft fluorescents lengthwise, one row down the
middle between cars & another row on either side of cars where they also light workbench & shelves. Seems to work well most of the time.
Still keep a drop light around.
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REPLY

Carmen Angelo says:

October 19, 2015 at 8:22 pm

LED lighting in the garage changes the entire light spectrum throughout the work place for the better. Wall lights place low and in a slight
downward angle to the floor makes a lot of the darks spots light up.
REPLY
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geomechs says:

October 19, 2015 at 9:00 pm

Porsche Automobilia

My plans for my shop originally called for 2 sets of double 8 ft. fluorescent fixtures, ganged to 24 ft. My shop is 36 feet long and I figured that
would be OK. I also plan to have 2-4ft. fluorescent fixtures over the workbenches which run alone each wall. I donʼt like Nuisance Lights
(trouble lights) although Iʼve got a couple and yes, they get tangled up in the wheel of the creeper, hence the Nuisance title. I really like the
LED lights I got from Snap-On. They hold a charge for a long time; they are compact and can be hung from anywhere. The best part about
them is that they donʼt get so hot you suffer from third degree burns when you touch them.
REPLY

Dale says:

October 19, 2015 at 9:06 pm

Check out an Elzetta Modular Flashlight with optional Flood Lens. It produces amazing uniform illumination like no other flashlight Iʼve ever
seen. They are expensive but totally worth the investment.
REPLY

Stoney says:

October 19, 2015 at 9:27 pm

Battery powered puck lights are handy for using in tight places. Flexible LED lights that plug into a USB are cheap but also good for odd spots.
REPLY

Bradley Laing says:

October 20, 2015 at 12:10 am

Most-viewed Parts

what about reflecting foil behind plexiglass? put the plexiglass thing a wheel level, to reflect ceiling lights?
REPLY

Jacob P. says:

October 20, 2015 at 2:25 am

I was in the process of changing all of my very small boby shop lights from T12 to the new T8 fixtures and got 8 of the 18 lights done when I
discovered the even newer LED T8 replacment tubes. So after converting eught T8 lights to LED I started buying more new T8 fixtured and
removing the ballasts and re wiring these brand new ones for the LED bulbs. It is not cheap, for me it is about $40.00 for each 2 bulb shop
light but the bright white light and longevity just may be worth it.
REPLY

Ray in PA says:

October 20, 2015 at 4:52 pm

Jacob, I bought a bunch of 4′ LED tubes from 1000bulbs.com for about ten bucks a piece. These were the line-voltage type, so I
removed the ballast and re-wired one socket hot. What Iʼve found is that each bulb put out more light than the two T12 lamps it
replaced. And without the ballasts, they consume almost no electricity. I have twelve tubes in my two-car garage, and itʼs more
than enough light!
REPLY

Tom L says:
Are the 3 tons of pellets for heat or a critter(s)?
A southern suburb boy wants to know.
REPLY

October 20, 2015 at 8:22 am

Chevrolet 409 Engine rebuilt $8,000.00

Kurt Ernst says:

October 20, 2015 at 9:26 am

Tom, three tons of wood pellets are to feed the pellet stove, which cuts our oil heat bill to almost nothing.

1965 corvette frame,327 engine, power glide
$10,500.00

Every house we previously owned was heated with natural gas or electric (in FL, where it doesnʼt get cold and electricity is
cheap). The pellet stove was a learning experience, and they arenʼt exactly maintenance-free. It takes about an hour per week to
clean the accumulated ash and scrape off the built-up carbon.
REPLY

Mark Axen says:

October 20, 2015 at 1:07 pm

LP is a good way to go; Clean, low maintenance, less work. My RINNAI vented heater is relatively efficient, takes
up little space, has digital temperature monitoring, and built-in fan for circulation. BUT, … I could use the exercise
in lifting those pellet sacks!
REPLY

Tom L says:

October 20, 2015 at 1:58 pm

1937 Buick Straight 8 engine, transmission a
$3,500.00

Thanks, Kurt.
Iʼll stay here(N Myrtle Beach).
REPLY

Bruce S says:

October 20, 2015 at 9:15 am

I remember laying on the ground, pulling a transmission out of a 63 Triumph TR-3B. Just as I had the full weight of the trans in my hands, the
old style HOT 60 Watt incandescent caged bulb fell, landing on my bare chest. (summer time) I moved from side to side till it fell off my chest.
Anything is better than that!

Browse Categories
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REPLY

Scotty G says:

October 20, 2015 at 9:49 am

Ha! Sorry, Bruce, Iʼm laughing with you.. I literally laughed out loud when I pictured that whole scene. You have a homemade
tattoo now as a reminder. I hope that you still have the Triumph, at least.
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REPLY

Bruce S says:

October 20, 2015 at 11:53 am

Weekly Podcast

Oh to be 17 again! (and stupid)
I also remember at a Ford dealership a new mechanic removing the fuel inlet line from the fuel pump, gas came
out, hit the hot incandescent bulb and caught on fire. Nobody got hurt, thank God.
REPLY

Jim says:

October 20, 2015 at 9:25 am

As an electrical engineer who routinely works on our 67 Chevelle SS in a very well lit garage, ONLY LEDʼs work for me. Initial cost is higher
but everything else makes them worth every penny. START a search for your perfect solution by spreadsheet comparison of LUMEN &
KELVIN on each fixture under consideration. You can never get enough lumen (unless it approaches sunlight power) and you want 5,000
Kelvin to get really bright white so as your eyes age, you can still find those little parts floating around. Further, if there are leaves or dust on
the floor, you can tell the difference between them and parts. Incandescent & Fluorescent are “dead-end” investments for any shop owner
expecting to be around in 5 to 10 years. Check with your local Utility and the Feds for sizable rebates on the “best practice lights” of today.
REPLY

Joe says:

October 20, 2015 at 1:04 pm

All those Fluorescent lamps have one thing in common. Over their span of life they will slowly lose 40% of their light output
(lumens). Look at the photo he posted and youʼll see the blackened ends of the tubes. That comes from the bit of carbon thatʼs
burned everytime the lights are turned off. The less on and off, the longer the lights will last. If those F-40 tubes are replaced heʼll
notice the change the extra 40% of light gives him. Those tubes can be bought for a buck a piece if you look around, thatʼs what I
just paid at Ace Hardware. Iʼd get daylight and not soft wife coloration.
REPLY

Ian F says:

October 20, 2015 at 9:41 am

Lighting is definitely a tricky thing. I agree rechargeable lights are great in theory, providing you remember to keep them charged. I have a 18″
fluorescent tube drop-light that works nicely, but itʼs definitely a constant battle to keep the light aimed where I need it.
Griots sells an interesting floor-mat with integrated LED strip lights. Not cheap.
There are drive-on recessed lights, but again – not cheap and not easy to install. Plus, you need a few of them since youʼll invariably be over
one or two of them, block the light. Not to mention the glare.
I have scissor lifts in my garage and Iʼm looking at raising the floor to make driving on to them and working around them easier. I will definitely
be looking at integrating some sort of up-lighting into the floor when I do so.
As far as hanging lights – as many as you can fit seems to be just not quite enough.
REPLY

Alvin Shier says:

October 20, 2015 at 9:47 am

Have converted to full LED four footers in the ceiling front to back and over workbench. Unbelievable lighting for less than the cost of running
two 200 watt incandescence. Thereʼre all on individual pull chains, so I have complete control over which ones I want to operate at anytime.
One of the best investments Iʼve ever made, in my shop. Zero blind spots – big bonus.
REPLY

Join us each week for
interviews and
discussions with the
foremost personalities
in the collector car
hobby. Listen now.

51 Ford Guy says:

October 20, 2015 at 10:03 am

My 24 x 40 garage is illuminated by those T-8 fluorescent bulbs that will start at -20 degrees F. Here is southwest Ohio we donʼt see those
temps often. I used to have regular fluorescent bulbs that would stop working when the temps were low. The -20 degree bulbs required their
own fixtures (two bulbs per fixture) but they are well worth the price. They all hang on short chains from the rafters and therefore are around 8
ft off the ground. (Be careful with tall ladders!) I have three rows of them running lengthwise (side, side and middle) in my East-West oriented
garage. The middle row is shorter than the other two. I put in a fixture running North-South over my workbench. The garage is very bright and I
like it that way. If you like to hear AM radio, these bulbs make it difficult. In the lower level of my house I have an electronics workbench near
my ham radio station. A 4 row 4 ft fixture similar to the one in the lead photo works well for me. For a bonus, I installed a fixture to the bottom
of the bench. As Kurt wrote, it is no fun searching for missing components in the dark. The ham radio operating position uses incandescent
bulbs to preclude radio interference. Jeff
REPLY

Joe says:

October 20, 2015 at 1:06 pm

The colder it is the less light output from those Fluorescent lamps. They are also slower starting.
REPLY

51 Ford Guy says:

October 20, 2015 at 4:47 pm

I donʼt spend a lot of time in the garage shop during the coldest weather, so Iʼll take your word for it. When I have
gone out there, there did not seem to be any problems with light output or starting the T8s. Thatʼs why I bought
them. Itʼs too late to get involved with LEDs unless I can no longer buy these bulbs. Thanks for your input.
REPLY

Joe says:

October 20, 2015 at 10:04 am

I agree with the LED votes.
I have recently bought 2 4′ ledʼs to upgrade my old 4′ fluorescent fixtures that I have never been happy with.
What a improvement. I am going to buy a few more soon.
REPLY

Bob Nathans says:

October 20, 2015 at 10:11 am

After 10 years in our house Iʼm finally making the 3-bay garage work for, instead of against me. Space to work, storage, tools and equipment,
40 Buick Convertible. And yes, my wife parks her car inside. New banks of T8s flanking each bay, much of the storage items are now in milk
crates, stacked on dollies. Got rid of 2 42″ wide shelf units to open floor space up around the Buick. The crates-on-dollies just roll out of the
way now, whether itʼs to use the table saw or work on the car. Extension ladders now hook to and hug the ceiling so that wall space is used to
hang other, smaller things.
But, having enough light and room to move is the best thing!
REPLY

Graham Lloyd says:

October 20, 2015 at 10:14 am

The theme Iʼm seeing here is “there is no such thing as too much light”
Iʼm putting the finishing touches on my garage project as we speak. The shop area is 36 by 40 with a cathedral ceiling. 4 banks of 4′
fluorescent T8 “daylight” bulbs. 6 fixtures per row. 24 fixtures in total. Iʼve got one bank installed now, and even though the grey paint I used on
the walls and ceiling came out a little darker than I had hoped for, it looks like I will be in a nice bright environment.
I am hoping that having them screwed to the ceiling with the resulting angle will eliminate some of the shadow that would have resulted if they
were hung and pointed straight down.
Bought extra fixtures that I am planning to mount on stands. Have them portable to place as needed under and around cars.
Kurt, you must like the exercise of hauling bags of pellets into the house. I store mine (4 tons last year) in the walk in basement. But with the
cost of propane dropping and the higher cost of pellets this year, I think the furnace will be used more than the 2 pellet stoves I have. Make
sure you have humidifiers or buckets of water near the stoves. That is really dry heat and itʼs amazing how much water will evaporate to get
the proper humidity levels in your house.
REPLY

Joe says:

October 20, 2015 at 1:11 pm

Youʼd get more reflective light if the walls were painted gloss white. Also, donʼt let dirt or dust accumulate on the area of the
fixture above the lamps as thatʼs made to reflect the light from the tube down to the work area. So, avoid turning them on and off,
and replace them way before they finally burn out after theyʼve lost almost half of their output. Perhaps buying a simple light
meter would be the best way to check the output over time.
REPLY

Bob Ochsman says:

October 20, 2015 at 10:22 am

I have a large utility shop attached to my barn. A lot of volume to light up. Iʼve discovered these LED shop lights at Costco where the in store
price is an amazing bargain at $36.
http://www.amazon.com/Feit-Electric-Utility-Shop-Light/dp/B00LFAY5SM
And they put out a huge amount of light. Even at the higher on-line price, they are are well worth it. Iʼve put a couple at my metal lathe and mill
and they make work for my old eyes so much easier.
REPLY

greggbc says:
Best lighting I ever saw was lights mounted on the wall instead of the ceiling.
REPLY

October 20, 2015 at 10:30 am

HJKie says:

October 20, 2015 at 11:26 am

One thing to consider is having an adequate number of windows when and where you can, such as in the garage door. I have three
garages/work shops (totaling about 5000 square feet) and I use natural light as much as I can but I have 18 four foot lights in one shop and I
supplement it with the LED fixtures and motion control switches to conserve energy. If you mount outlets in the ceiling and put the lights on
support chains with hooks you can move them around to where ever you need them the most. Make the flrsnt lights more permanent and
make the LED fixtures more mobile. Also hang some mirrors on the walls and paint all of the walls and cabinets white. It will look like a hospital
if you keep it clean! Also epoxy the floor and use a light gray. Easy to clean and helps to find parts that you drop and lose.
REPLY

Mark Axen says:

October 20, 2015 at 1:17 pm

Yes, … Natural sunlight! A couple of sunlights in the roof can give a nice spread of room-filling natural light, and some heat,
especially on sunny days, of course.
REPLY

John C. Kovalo says:

October 20, 2015 at 11:36 am

OVERHEAD: LEDs if you can afford them, otherwise I agree w. ʼ51fordguy that T-8s work quite well AND donʼt really use that much more
electricity compared to LEDs, especially if youʼre a hobbyist and arenʼt out there every day.
SIDE LIGHTING: If youʼre cramped for space and canʼt install fluorescents, then get some cheap brooder lights and fit them in where you can
[screw them in place soʼyou canʼt bump them off – DONʼT rely on the clamps! Screw the clamps onto something. Then use LED screw-ins of
the Kelvin range of your choice [warm/cool]. If thatʼs too much of an investment, use CFLs and an upgrade program, buying one LED every
month or so, until theyʼre converted.
“CORDLIGHTS” Nobody seemed to discuss the safety issues associated with cordlights, like the guy who was stupid enough to lay barechested under his car with a cordlight cord draped across his chest. Unfortunately there was a break in the insulation, and his sweat crept in to
the bare wire and killed him. By now, [2015] just about everyone is familiar with the superiority of cordless drills over the corded ones, so why
not take the next step and go to cordless task lights?? Use LED ones that are rechargeable, or use rechargeable batteries, and have at least
two around with the recharging station handy – it just MIGHT save your life, as well, and the technology gets better every day.
MISCELLANEA: Consider compact LED headband lights as supplementals for certain applications [the kind hunters and hikers use, NOT the
cheapies!] and keep as many different types around as you can, just like youʼd do with, say, clamps. I still have my old Black and Decker
“snakelight” that wraps around stuff to keep it in place, and once in a blue moon it comes off the shelf.
I hope this was “illuminating”!
REPLY

John C. Kovalo says:

October 20, 2015 at 12:21 pm

OTHER:
I agree with those who paint as many things white or very light as possible – it DOES make a difference.
Likewise, motion sensors OR twist-on timers for the parts storage areas, bathroom [if you have one], and other dark corners.
Iʼm designing my new shop with a 24V control circuit and using 24V relays for switching my overhead lighting on/off w.
thermostat wire run over to cheapie wall switches/plastic boxes instead of having to run conduit w.14ga, 115V wire to every
switch. add it up: the installation costs make it worthwhile, and itʼs compatible with your security and other control systems.
REPLY

John C. Kovalo says:

October 20, 2015 at 12:26 pm

OH! And letʼs not forget installing radiant floor heating if youʼre putting in new concrete – itʼs easier than you think,
and ohhh- so comfortable and dries out yer car, as well:
http://www.radiantprofessionalsalliance.org/Pages/SystemDesigns.aspx
REPLY

THGDriver says:

October 20, 2015 at 12:36 pm

Hi John, Good advice on lighting. Just a question, I wonder if that drop cord story is true of just a oft repeated “living legend”?
Seems this is the 20th time I read/saw something about it. I recall when the Beatles first landed in this country with the long hair
craze. A garage mechanic let his hair grow long. Legend has it he was under a lift, car running, his hair got caught around a drive
shaft killing him. Never knew for sure if true or not but heard it repeated more then once too.
“Safety” is no “accident”. Always “expect” the “unexpected”.
Check you equipment daily and “cut that hair”.
REPLY

John C. Kovalo says:

October 20, 2015 at 2:19 pm

THG, Iʼve heard of mechanics losing their ring finger when their wedding ring accidentally got lit up by the starter
terminal or some other high-amperage source, causing a circular burn that cost them their finger.
As for the drop cord electrocution, I heard it during a safety class for HVAC technicians, not automotive mechanics.
Itʼs well-known that as little as 20 MILLIAMPS of current can stop your heart beating, and those of us doing
refrigeration, etc., were always very wary of stray currents off ungrounded equipment. I find the story quite
believable, as Iʼve seen careless technicians nearly elecrocuted in damp locations by touching a live wire, and the
salt in sweat makes it quite a good conductor. OSHA will be glad to supply you with plenty of true electrocution
stories just in case this one does turn out to be an “urban legend”, which I think it is NOT.There isnʼt enough money
on this planet to make me want to test it out, though!
Fortunately, the advent of the Ground Fault Interrupter was a GODSEND, and every workshop ought to be
equipped with them.
REPLY

51 Ford Guy says:

October 20, 2015 at 4:59 pm

I worked at the Dunlop Tire plant in suburban Buffalo a long time ago. We had a young fellow with long hair
working as a janitor. He was cleaning up under a raised-platform machine that included a back and forth motion
mechanism. The poor guyʼs hair got stuck and there was no one around for some time as his head got banged left
and right. Someone finally came and shut the machine down. He was driven to the hospital with a gigantic
headache by a friend of mine who was the company driver.. They needed a better safety system on that machine

or to have two people together while doing that work.
REPLY

Richard says:

October 20, 2015 at 2:02 pm

John C. Kovalo says:
“By now, [2015] just about everyone is familiar with the superiority of cordless drills over the corded ones, ”
Well yes the cordless drill can come in handy if you want to drill a hole while out in the yard, but the problem with cordless drills
is that they are never charged when you need it. You need to plan ahead by a day.
REPLY

THGDriver says:

October 20, 2015 at 11:58 am

My garage is 30 foot, Garage door to wall, 25 foot wall/door to interior of home over to 3 large windows on west side of garage. 6–100 watt
equivalent LED bulbs. I have an Air King whole house window fan in the left farthest window (installed so window can be closed in front of it).
Good for early April-June and September early October. I have a 15000 BTU air conditioner out the right farthest window for mid June to mid
September. I donʼt heat it but I could. It is very well insulated. Nice working in there when 95 outside and a dehumidified 72 inside. BTW, laying
on a creeper, I was cutting exhaust off a car 50 years ago and had liquid steel drop on my left arm between wrist and elbow, still have the scar
where no hair ever grew again to prove it. Lesson learned never did that again.
REPLY

JR says:

October 20, 2015 at 1:05 pm

The Griots garage catalog shows 2 & 4 tube units with the latest technology bulbs (LEDʼs I believe) and as my current bulbs burn out I am
thinking of changing bulbs or complete units.
REPLY

Howie says:

October 20, 2015 at 1:15 pm

No talk about a good old drop light on a long cord.
REPLY

Joe says:

October 20, 2015 at 1:26 pm

Drop light with a long life bulb thatʼs for rough service with a coating that will not allow the lamp to destroy itself when it gets
dropped or feels a drop of oil.
REPLY

Mark Axen says:

October 20, 2015 at 1:34 pm

Found a good LED stand light at Loweʼs; UTILITECH PRO-1, 40 watt, 3000 lumens, $80. Removable headpiece, telescoping stand. Runs
cool, unlike those halogen bulbs you canʼt touch.
REPLY

Howard Arbiture says:

October 20, 2015 at 1:38 pm

Being the son of an ultimate miser, most of my life, I relied on the old caged trouble light, with the standard 60w light bulb (try and find those
today) and trying hard not to drop the light, and “dink”, out she goes. There was a time when regular light bulbs were a dime a dozen, so Iʼd
simply get another one. Then, I graduated to the “rough service” bulb, but became a bit pricey, so I went with the “garage door opener” bulb,
but still no match for the dropped screwdriver ( which always seemed to make it through the cage somehow) When I had a garage, one
fluorescent light above the workbench was all I had, and like Larry sez, hard startup in the cold, so a springy architect light had to do. While
new, clean shops are nice, most of my work these days, is for other people, in dank, dimly lit, messy shops, ( where, if you drop a nut or
spring, you may as well just get a new one, as you can spend an hour looking for it) and, I think those “head lights” are a great invention, but
have yet to actually purchase one, and the old flashlight still has to do.
My garage time is almost non-existent these days, but LEDʼs are so nice, as I donʼt like the light put out by those screw in fluorescent bulbs, (
not to mention, you have to call the “Haz-Mat” team, if you break one). Again, LEDʼs, in all their forms ( not just trouble lights), I feel, are the
invention of the century.
REPLY

76Impala says:

October 20, 2015 at 2:58 pm

When I hear someone talking about how organized and clean their work space is….I think of Albert Einstein. Einstein was known and
somewhat renowned for his messy, cluttered work desk.
When someone was criticizing all the clutter on his desk, he reportedly responded;
ʻIf a cluttered desk is a sign of a cluttered mind, of what, then, is an empty desk a sign?ʼ
Hmmmnnn. Makes one think doesnʼt it. At least those of us who have cluttered minds and can think.
Just joking…
Or am I….lol.
Les
REPLY

Gary G. says:

October 20, 2015 at 3:06 pm

In my garage I use two pairs of 8ft HO [High Output] flourescent fixtures mounted to white painted ceiling. They start quickly, put out more light
and are less affected by cold temperature than standard. I will NEVER use LED lights because just like the automotive and exterior application
LEDʼs, they only give the appearance of being bright because they are intensely bright ONLY AT THE SOURCE. The light they CAST is
inferior to standard flourescent and even incandescent. They also are notorious for casting shadows and producing intense glare. By the way
Kurt, This would be a great topic on conversation..retrofitting standard tungsten or quartz headlamps with [in my opinion..inferior] LED because
of the ellusion that they offer better light not to mention the hazard they create from the added glare to oncoming drivers.

REPLY
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